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Abstract

Cell cycle checkpoints regulate progression through the cell cycle. In
yeast, loss of the G2 checkpoint by mutation of the rad9 gene results in
increased genetic instability as well as increased sensitivity to ionizing
radiation. In contrast, comparing clonogenic survival of cells which are
isogeneic except for p53 functional status, we find that loss of a GI check
point in mammalian cells is not associated with increased sensitivity to the
lethal effects of ionizing radiation or a topoisomerase I inhibitor, camp-
tothecin. These results indicate that increased sensitivity to DNA-damag-

ing agents is not necessarily a defining feature of a mammalian cell cycle
checkpoint. Furthermore, in light of a recent link of p53 function to
radiation-induced apoptosis in hematopoietic cells, these observations sug
gest that p53-dependent apoptosis is a cell type-specific phenomenon and

thus predict that the biological consequences of loss of p53 function will be
cell type specific.

Introduction

Damage to the DNA of proliferating cells causes alterations in
progression through the cell cycle (e.g., Refs. 1 and 2). Hartwell and
Weinert (3-5) suggested that the definition of a cell cycle checkpoint

included that it was: (a) nonessential; (b) inhibitory; and (c) trans
duced a signal. The role of p53 in causing an arrest of mammalian
cells in the G, phase of the cell cycle following IR3 fulfilled such

criteria (6-8). Although the physiological ramifications of loss of the

G2 arrest checkpoint in yeast by mutation of the rad9 gene included
both decreased cell survival and increased genetic instability follow
ing DNA damage, it was not obvious whether loss of the p53-depen-

dent mammalian G, checkpoint would have similar biological conse
quences. Loss of p53 function has been associated with an increased
tendency for gene amplification and for the development of aneu-
ploidy (9-11), thus suggesting that increased genetic instability is a

consequence of loss of this checkpoint function. In this paper we have
now addressed the question of whether loss of this p53-dependent

checkpoint influences sensitivity to the cytotoxic effects of ionizing
radiation or a topoisomerase I poison.

Materials and Methods

Cells. SW480 colorectal carcinoma cells, parental RKO colorectal carci
noma cells, which have wild-type p53 alÃeles(7, 12), and RKO cells trans-

fected with either control vectors, vectors containing an overexpressed mutant
p53 transgene, or an overexpressed HPV-16 E6 gene were grown and main

tained as previously described (7, 8, 13). Normal embryonic fibroblasts from
mice in which zero (p45.41C), one (p45.41B), or two (p45.41A and p45.41E)
p53 alÃeleshad been disrupted were maintained as previously described (8).

Clonogenic Assays. Cells from a specific cell line in log phase growth were
harvested and inoculated into several 25-cm2 culture flasks with 5.0 ml media
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without G418. The flasks were incubated 2-3 days at 37Â°Cuntil they ap

proached 60-80% confluence, when they were exposed to a single dose of IR
at prescribed doses [0 to 1600 cGy at â€”¿�100cGy/min rads utilizing a 137Cs

source as previously described (7, 8)]. The cultures were incubated overnight
and the following day cells from each flask were trypsin harvested, washed,
and diluted to at least two different clonal densities prior to inoculation into
6-well plates. Varying numbers of cells were inoculated into 6-well plates, such

that each IR dose and inoculum size was represented in triplicate. Three ml of
media without G418 were added to each well and the plates were incubated for
4 days at 37Â°C.(Cell line p45.41C required 6 days growth for colony matu

ration.)
Prior to counting colonies, medium was decanted from each plate and wells

were fixed in methanol and stained with fast green. A low magnification
microscope was used to identify colonies, which were counted only if they
numbered more than 30 cells each. The mean Â±SE for colony counts appear
in the figures.

Results

Comparisons of the clonogenic survival curves of two colorectal
carcinoma cell lines, SW480 [which contains mutant p53 genes and
exhibits no IR-inducible G, checkpoint (7)] and RKO cells [which
have wild-type p53 alÃelesand a normal G, checkpoint (7)] revealed

no significant differences in radiosensitivity (Fig. \A). This demon
strated that loss of p53 function is not a sole determinant of radio-

sensitivity. However, since other genetic differences between these
two lines might also influence radiosensitivity, we extended our stud
ies to comparisons of cells which were isogeneic except for the
functional status of the p53 gene product and which had been previ
ously characterized in terms of the G, checkpoint status (7, 8, 13).

RKO cells stably transfected with an overexpressed mutant p53
gene lost the G| arrest (7), but exhibited no alterations in radiosensi
tivity relative to parental RKO cells (Fig. L4) or control transfectants
(data not shown). Similarly, several different clonal isolates of RKO
cells transfected with human papillomavirus Â£6,a gene whose protein
product binds avidly to p53 protein and thereby inactivates the GÂ¡
checkpoint (13, 14), exhibited no demonstrable alterations in radio-

sensitivity compared to parental RKO cells or control transfectants
(Fig. IÃŸ).In addition to the lack of differences in colony numbers, no
obvious differences in colony sizes were noted as a function of p53
functional status.

Similar experiments were performed utilizing embryonic fibro
blasts derived from mice in which zero, one, or two copies of the
wild-type p53 genes were disrupted by homologous recombination (8,

9). The fibroblast lines withp53 gene deletions have abnormalities of
the G! checkpoint, while the line with two wild-type p53 alÃeleshas

normal checkpoint function (8). Significant differences in clonogenic
survival were not observed in these otherwise isogeneic normal cells
(Fig. 2). Although the ploidy of these cells was not assessed at the
exact time these studies were done, these fibroblast cultures were at
very early passage (<5), a time when the homozygous p53 knockout
cells still exhibit a relatively normal chromosomal complement (9).

In order to demonstrate that the radiosensitivity of the RKO cells
could actually be altered by some manipulation, the cells were ex
posed to caffeine prior to irradiation. Caffeine treatment, which inter-
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A.

Fig. 1. A, clonogenic survival of colorectal car
cinoma cells with varying or manipulated p53 func
tional status. Survival as a function of IR dose for
SW480 cells (endogenous mutant p53), RKO (en
dogenous wild-type p53), and RKO.p53.13 (RKO
clone with transfected mutant p53). B, survival of
RKO cells stably transfected with vector alone
(RC-Neo-1) or three separate clonal isolates trans
fected with HPV-16 Â£6(RC-10-1; RC-10-2; RC-
10-3). All doses for a given cell line were processed

simultaneously. Points, mean of triplicate colony
counts; bars, SD.
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feres with both the G, and G2 arrests (1, 6, 15) and increases the of IR. At first glance, this might appear to be somewhat contradictory
cytotoxicity of IR (16), increased the radiosensitivity of RKO cells as
expected (Fig. 3). Since our data suggest that loss of the G, arrest does
not lead to increased radiosensitivity, the results with caffeine impli
cate loss of the G2 arrest as one potential mediator of radiosensitivity.
This would be consistent with the yeast model (4) and data suggesting
that G2 is a particularly radiosensitive stage of the cell cycle (17).

Inhibitors of topoisomerases I and II lead to DNA strand breakage
(18) and cause increases in the levels of wild-type p53 protein similar
to those seen following IR (19).4 Since such agents are commonly

used therapeutically, we also evaluated clonogenic survival after ex
posure to the topoisomerase I inhibitor camptothecin. Again, no sig
nificant p5J?-dependent changes in sensitivity to the cytotoxic agent

were observed (Fig. 4). Similar results were found in a prostate
carcinoma cell line (LNCap) following stable transfection with mutant
p53 and exposure to camptothecin (data not shown).

Discussion

These data demonstrate no direct influence of p53 gene status or G,
checkpoint status on the sensitivity of these cells to the lethal effects

4 W.O. Nelson and M.B. Kastan, manuscript in preparation.

to the recent observations that thymocytes from mice in which the p53
alÃeleshad been disrupted (20, 21) and hematopoietic cells from mice
expressing a mutant p53 alÃele(22) appear to be relatively radiore-

sistant. The mechanism of the radioresistance in the thymocytes ap
peared to be loss of a signal which induces apoptosis following IR (20,
21).

These results are not necessarily contradictory. First, both sets of
observations actually agree that loss of p53 and G, checkpoint func
tion does not lead to increased radiosensitivity, which had been our
original bias because of the consequences of loss of rad9 and G2
checkpoint function in yeast (3-5). Second, IR does not induce apop

tosis in all cell types; lymphoid cells are particularly sensitive to IR
and are known to undergo apoptosis following exposure to IR and
many other agents (23). The most plausible explanation for these
differences is that there are cell type-specific differences in the re
sponse to irradiation: some cell types may undergo an IR-induced G,

arrest (e.g., fibroblasts), while an apoptosis pathway is set in motion
by IR in other cell types (Fig. 5). It is plausible that the proximal arm
of both pathways (up to IR induction of p53 protein levels) is shared
by all cells and then some cell types use this p53 signal to initiate
apoptosis, while others initiate a Gj arrest signal. For cells which lose
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Fig. 2. Clonogcnic survival of fibrublasts from
p5.Ã®"knockout" mice with zero deletions of p53

(p45.4IC), single deletion (p45.41B), or two dele
tions (P-15.41A and p45.41E). Subline p45.41C

grows more slowly than the other lines, and incu
bation for fi days was required prior to fixation and

counting of colonies.
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p53 function, such a scenario would result in radioresistance if the cell
normally utilized the apoptosis pathway; in contrast, in cells utilizing
the G, arrest pathway, radiosensitivity would only be affected if that
were a consequence of loss of this checkpoint. Our data suggest that
loss of the G i checkpoint alone does not lead to significant increases
or decreases in radiosensitivity.

It is also worth noting that different end points of survival are used
here compared to the experiments done with irradiated thymocytes
(20, 21). Since clonogenic survival could not be assessed in the
thymocytes as we did here, cell death was evaluated by membrane
permeability assays. This permeability was assessed within 24 h,
while clonogenic survival here reflected at least 4 days of growth after
irradiation and a minimum colony size of 30 cells. However, it is
unlikely that these differences in results reflect assay differences be
cause colony-forming assays done with bone marrow progenitor cells
expressing a mutant p53 transgene also exhibited a relatively radio-

resistant phenotype (22). Therefore, the most likely explanation re
mains that cells of hematopoietic lineage utilize induction of p53 to
undergo apoptosis after IR, while fibroblasts and colorectal tumor
cells do not. This scenario is compatible with the observations that
overexpression of wild-type p53 protein in a murine hematopoietic
cell line utilizing a temperature-sensitive p53 gene product resulted in

apoptosis (24), while only growth arrest has been noted in other cell
types (such as fibroblasts) expressing this gene product in the wild-

type conformation (25).
Skin fibroblasts from members of a family with the Li-Fraumeni

syndrome, which is usually associated with germ line mutations of the
p53 gene (26, 27), have been reported to be relatively radioresistant
(28). However, these fibroblasts also were found to have increased
expression of the c-myc oncogene and alterations in c-raf activation,

both of which have been linked to alterations in radioresistance (29,
30). Consistent with our findings, the radiosensitivity of a small
number of cell lines derived from human head and neck squamous
carcinomas had no consistent relationship to p53 gene status (31). Our
experiments extend such preliminary findings by utilizing cell types
which are isogeneic except for p53 functional status, and therefore are
not susceptible to artifacts induced by the activation of other gene
products that might influence radiosensitivity.

Our results are also in agreement with studies using hybrid cells
produced by the fusion of ataxia-telangiectasia cells with HeLa cells
[which express HPV-18 E6 which abrogates p53 function (32)] and
studies fusing normal and A-T cells (33, 34), all of which suggested
that the radiosensitivity of ataxia-telangiectasia and "radioresistant
DNA synthesis" are under separate genetic controls. Since optimal

Fig. 3. Clonogenic survival of RKO cells in the
presence of caffeine. Caffeine dissolved in metha-

nol was added to treated flasks 20 min prior to

irradiation, to final concentrations of 2.0 ITIM caf
feine and V'( methanol (v/v). Control cells received

lc/f methanol (v/v) alone, which resulted in lower

clonogenic survival at 0 cGy than seen in Fig. 1 and
accounted for the higher relative survival seen in

irradiated specimens here.
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Fig. 4. Clonogcnic survival of RKO and trans-

fcclanl cell lines after exposure lo camplothecin.
RKO. control transfcctant (RKO.C.l). transfected
mutant p53 (RKO.p53.1; RKO.p53.2: RKO.p53.
13). Cells were plated in individual wells at clonal
density and camptothecin was added to the speci
fied concentrations. After 24 h of exposure to CRT.
the wells were washed 3 times with complete media
and then incubated for 96 h prior to fixation, stain
ing, and counting.
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Fig. 5. Proposed scenario of events resulting from cellular irradiation. Following
exposure of cells to ionizing radiation. p53 protein levels increase in a posttranscriptional
mechanism; optimal p53 induction requires normal function of the genes defective in A-T.
Abnormal function of the A-T gene(s) has other biological consequences independent of
its effects on p53. such as leading to increased radiosensitivity and abnormalities in both
S phase and G: arrests. Induction of p53 by IR leads to a G, arrest in certain cell types
(e.g., fibroblasts) and to apoptosis in other cell types (e.g., hematopoietic cells). Loss of
p53 function would lead to radioresistance in cell types utilizing the apoptosis part of the
pathway.

induction of p53 protein levels by IR appears to require normal A-T

gene products (8), but since we do not observe decreased cell survival
with loss of p53 function, it is likely that loss of A-T gene function has

many biological consequences, only one of which is suboptimal in
duction of p53 after IR. This suggests that the reason A-T cells are

radiosensitive is not due to suboptimal induction of p53, but because
of some other response dependent on the A-T gene product(s) (Fig. 5).

These results indicate that although the cell cycle checkpoint in G,
can be impaired through mutation of p53 or by other mechanisms, that
loss the G i checkpoint per se does not influence radiosensitivity or
sensitivity to camptothecin. Since caffeine treatment enhances radio-

sensitivity and since caffeine abolishes both the G, and G2 check
points, the loss of the G2 checkpoint may be a more important deter
minant of radiosensitivity. This hypothesis is consistent with the
findings in ataxia telangiectasia, where defects in both the GÂ¡and G2
arrests can be present, and in the yeast racl9 mutants which lack a
normal G2 checkpoint: both A-T cells and rad9 mutants are radiosen

sitive. Further study will be required to clarify the relationship of the
G2 checkpoint to radiosensitivity. Combining current observations in

yeast and mammalian systems, increased genetic instability may be a
ramification of loss of all (or most) cell cycle checkpoints, while cell
survival does not appear to be affected by all checkpoints.
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